


- fiber stuffing 
- paper printer
- contrasting embroidery floss, for faces
- basic sewing supplies:
 - sewing machine
 - needle & coordinating thread
 - iron & pressing surface
 - scissors & fabric shears
 - straight pins
 - pencil, preferably 2B or softer

1. Print the Mimi the Cat template (pp 3-8) at 100% scale - measure the test square on the 
first page to make sure scale is correct. Cut out the pages at their marked borders. Join the 
pages according to their numbered triangles and cut out the template pieces.

2. Fold your fabric in half, Right Sides together. Trace or pin the template to your fabric as 
indicated on the pattern pieces, and cut out the pieces from this double layer of fabric. This 
will yield (2) pieces, mirror images of each other.

1. Please wash, dry & iron your fabric before beginning.
2. Use a 1/4” seam allowance throughout.
3. All seams are sewn Right Sides together.

OTHER TOOLS & SUPPLIES

CUTTING

1. Trace the lines of Mimi’s face on the template piece with your pencil, pressing firmly to 
leave plenty of graphite on the paper.

2. Place Mimi’s paper face against the front body piece, with the graphite against the Right 
Side of the fabric, and rub over the lines with a coin or the end of a pen to transfer the 
graphite to the fabric. Set aside the paper template and trace over Mimi’s face with your 
pencil to make the lines more visible.

3. Embroider Mimi’s eyes & mouth with a chain stitch, and fill in her nose with a satin stitch.

1. Sew Mimi’s front to her back, Right Sides facing, leaving a 6” gap along her spine. Clip 
excess seam allowance from the curves & corners, press the seam open and turn the work 
Right Side out through the gap.

2. Stuff Mimi lightly with fiber stuffing, beginning with her tail and making sure to poke the 
filling all the way into the corners of her tail, ears & feet.

3. Hand-stitch to close the gap.

EMBROIDERING THE FACES

ASSEMBLY 

NOTES
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Mimi the Cat

Test Square:
2in x 2in
5.08cm x 5.08cm



Mimi the Cat
Cut (2)
(1 reversed)
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